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OUR TEACHERS RECEIVED THE PRIMA PRIMISSIMA AWARD

The Budapest Klezmer Band, of  which two of  our teachers are members, was among the nominees for the 
Prima Primissima award. In December, it was revealed that the Budapest Klezmer Band won the audience 
award. Our members of  the band are Anna Nagy, head of  the Lauder Music School and Bence Gazda, violin-
ist and violin teacher of  the music school. Congratulations to them!
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EDUCATION

WE VISITED THE HUNGARIAN HERITAGE HOUSE

Some of  our second, third and fourth grade classes visited the Hungarian Heritage House, where they 
were introduced to the folklore and artisan crafts of  the Carpathian basin Hungarians. The first half  of  the 
morning was a musical dancing journey across the traditions with the Hungarian State Folk Ensemble. The 
presentation was followed by stories from Éva Fábian, a folksinger and storyteller from Bukovina. The rest 
of  the day was filled with handicrafts, live-music dancing, traditional folk games and musical instrument 
demonstrations. It was a fun-filled, exciting day!

HEBREW TRANSLATION COMPETITION IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

This year, students from third up to sixth grade could enroll. We saw a huge rise in numbers since previous 
years, as a total of  forty-seven students enrolled.
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BOOKS, MOVIES, BOOK-SURFING & QUIZ

Though this year saw a new way of  celebrating books, reading and literature, it was still the usual wonderful, 
fun-filled, informative day spent together.
Our older students presented their favorite books to younger students, we could take part in a book surfing 
session with Vanda, and meet contemporary film directors Gábor Reisz and Simon Szabó. Our further honored 
guests were András Dánial, Anna T. Szabó and János Térey.
Our Hebrew students presented their translation masterpiece in the library, and the day ended with a literary 
quiz in the assembly hall.
scenes. The third one was too short, I wouldn’t even call it a documentary. Its 5 minutes would have made a 
great YouTube video. The debate that followed was the most interesting part of  the evening, and we faced peo-
ple with very different views from us, and boy did we get an argument.” 
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JEWISH OUTREACH

OUR CIRCUS IN THE BALINT JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER

It is a Lauder tradition for our fifth graders to visit the Alma street old age home at Hanu
kkah and sing songs for its tenants. This year, the Balint JCC housed the extraordinary production.
This year, our fifth graders prepared an extraordinary Hanukkah show. Even the venue was not the usual place; 
as the old age home is currently under renovation, the Balint JCC gave home to the production. It was here 
that the children presented their circus performances, entertaining guests with many interesting and funny pro-
ductions. Afterwards, young and old played a quiz game together. We ate doughnuts, drank lemonade and had a 
lot of  fun!
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SUCCESS STORIES

A THE PICKING UP THE PIECES (KŐ KÖVÖN) EXHIBITION RECEIVED THE 
HANUKATALIZATOR (HANUKKATALYST) AWARD 

Lauder students were also among the organizers of  the Picking 
up the Pieces exhibition, helping to install one of  its rooms. The 
Balint House JCC wishes to show appreciation for communi-
ty service with its Hanukkatalyst award. The efforts of  those 
organizations and individuals who are active and sometimes even 
out do themselves for those living around them and help form 
communities must be recognized and valued.
The award was distributed in two categories on 14 December 
2015 as part of  the “Everybody’s Hanukkah” event.
The innovation award was given to the Picking up the Piec-

es – Fragments of  Rural Hungarian Jewish Culture exhibition of  the Museum of  Ethnography. The museum 
created an exhibition to try and conjure up and show its visitors the pre-holocaust, rural life of  Hungarian Jews. 
At the same time, it reflects upon the elements of  the surviving, revitalizing Hungarian Jewish culture. With the 
exception of  a few items, the exhibited artifacts have never been on display. The last room of  the exhibition 
received the name “subject and barkochba” (a guessing game). This unique display was a classroom put together 
by school students for the exhibition. Students from six high schools worked together to create its design, and 
finally put all the items in place, including decoration and the development of  the teaching program.
Lauder students also took part in the creation of  the Picking up the Pieces exhibition. Congratulations to them!
The individual prize was awarded to Rabbi Dr. Tamás Verő and his wife, Linda Verő-Bán.

A PRIZE-WINNING LAUDER FILM

The Foundation for Raising School Students Through Film 
(Iskolai Nevelés Filmművészettel Alapítvány) held a student film 
festival at the Budai Ciszterci Szent Imre High School. A total of 
sixteen films was brought by students from Lauder Javne School, 
Szent László High School, the Zöld Kakas Líceum School, and 
several films from the foundation’s summer camp were also 
shown.
The audience and Gábor Reisz film director awarded prizes to 
three films: Délen nyáron [South in Summer] (Lauder), Tö-
prengők [Ponderers] (Szent László), and Mitől különleges? [What 
makes it special?] (Zöldkakas).
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MITZVAH

CSOBÁNKA CHARITY

Our 8th graders Mitzvah helped the elementary school children of  Csobánka
Our 8th graders started collecting donations for the children of  the Csobánka elementary school. After several 
weeks of  preparations, poster campaigns, flyers, collection and packaging, we set out on a Tuesday to Csobánka. 
When we arrived, a lot of  curious children were peeking out windows. The school where we were taking the 
donations is currently under renovation, so the place was full of  workers and equipment. We were introduced to 
the school, and visited a few classes, where we had a chance to talk to the children learning there. It was inter-
esting to see children of  different age groups learning together. Of  course both they and we were a little shy 
at first, but when we had a chance to talk, we got to know happy, warm-hearted children. The first and third 
graders presented a little Christmas play, which really touched me. Afterwards, every member of  our group took 
some chocolates and other sweets, and went over to the children to hand it to them. At first, they were very hap-
py to receive it, but afterwards, when we tried to give them something again and again, they felt it was too much 
and were hesitant. The little ones collected the treasures with sparkling eyes and packed them into their bags.
I think this was an interesting and touching meeting for the entire class. I (and most likely many others) had the 
thought that we should value everything more in our lives, because when I saw how much joy a little girl can feel 
over a pen, while it is the most natural thing to me, it was a defining experience. We really hope this wonderful 
initiative will be continued.
Lujza Lang
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WAITING FOR HANUKKAH MIRACLES 

Those waiting for miracles are the less fortunate members in need of  the Jewish community.
We are hoping to start a new tradition at Lauder whereby every Hanukkah, a student or a class collect dona-
tions to help a chosen person. In the high school building, we pinned several sheets, each with a story, onto the 
Menorah. If  a story grabs the attention of  a student or a class, they take it from the Menorah and collect food 
and hygiene supplies for that person in need. A lot of  boxes arrived at our school’s office where we collect the 
donations, full of  delicious and useful things. The packages were delivered to those awaiting miracles on 17 De-
cember, and they were very happy indeed.


